SHRUTI U. BHAT is your DEPENDABLE Strategic Partner.

ENTERPRISE STRATEGY:

- Business Process Re-engineering & Continuous improvement
- Operations Design, Management & Automation
- Cost-control & Productivity Improvement
- Expansion strategy (into emerging markets)
- Intellectual Property Management and Capitalization
- Strategic Alliances
- Business Process Outsourcing
- Acquisition/ Mergers and Re-structuring
- Organizational Development, Team Building and Leadership
- Coaching and Social engineering within work teams.
- Project Management
- Social media strategies for marketing/ brand building
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT METHODOLOGIES

- SIX SIGMA.
- KAIZEN.
- TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT (TQM).
- JUST-IN-TIME (JIT).
- LEAN
- 5S

AUDITS & DUE DILIGENCE SERVICES

- VENDORS.
- SITES (CMO, CRO, TESTING LABS)
- QUALITY AUDITS.
- FOR BRAND ACQUISITIONS.

SUPPORT TO INDUSTRY VERTICALS

- ENERGY
- INSURANCE
- RETAIL.
- WAREHOUSING, LOGISTICS
- TRANSPORTATION
- PAPER, CHEMICALS, PLASTICS
- FOOD, CONFECTIONERY, BEVERAGES
- LIFE SCIENCES, BIOTECH, DEVICES
- TEXTILES

ENTERPRISE STRATEGY DESIGN & MANAGEMENT SERVICES

- FOR START-UP VENTURES, STRUGGLING & DYNAMIC COMPANIES
- MARKET EXPANSIONS. (HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL)
- INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AND CAPITALIZATION.
- QUALITY RISK MANAGEMENT (QRM).
- PRODUCT ANTI-COUNTERFEITING.
- CREATING STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS.
- ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT.
- COST CONTROL AND PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT.
- COACHING AND SOCIAL ENGINEERING WITHIN TEAMS.

BUSINESS PROCESS / CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT SERVICES

INNOWORKS’s team of Business Process Improvement (BPI) experts provide clients with a systematic approach to help the organization optimize its underlying processes to achieve more efficient results. We help our clients to focus on "doing things right" more than on "doing the right thing".

This consequently leads to reduction of variation and/or waste in the processes, such that the desired outcome is achieved with better utilization of resources.

OUR team of BPI experts ensure organization’s processes are aligned to its business goals. This alignment is brought about by integrating programs such as Balanced scorecard, Process re-definition etc. into the BPI initiative.

Improvement in processes also includes use of problem solving tools that include both "Risk Assessment" and "Root Cause Analysis".

Excellence Through Innovation
ADVANTAGE:

1. CUSTOMER FOCUS.
2. COMPETITIVE PRICES.
3. EFFECTIVELY MAINTAIN TIME - COST - SCOPE - BALANCE.
4. OUR BEST BUSINESS PROCESSES REDUCE DEVELOPMENTAL TIMELINES, SO YOUR PROJECT MOVES FASTER.

Innovate or perish—is today's mantra. Stay ahead of the curve. INNOWORKS is not “just another consultancy service provider”. We believe in winning the game with—Integrity and Innovation.

You need to be surrounded by like-minded professionals to be successful! Contact us.